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FHFA’s Compilation of Snapshots
from Fannie Mae’s Duty to Serve 
Plan: Manufactured Housing
Communities



C. Regulatory Activity: Manufactured housing communities owned by a 
governmental entity, non-profit organization, or residents (12 C.F.R. § 1282.33
(c) (3)).

1. Objective #1: Increase liquidity to governmental entity, non-profit organizations, or ROC
(collectively “Non-Traditional Owners”) through research, data analysis, loan product 
review and enhancement, implementing a pilot for ROC, and publishing Fannie Mae’s 
experiences (Analyze, Partner and Innovate).

Meeting the Challenges

The MHC finance market faces several key challenges, including:

The market opportunity for MHC with Non-Traditional Owners cannot easily be determined because of a lack of data. 

MHC with Non-Traditional Owners often does not fit standard MHC underwriting criteria, including that the transactions 
may have a higher LTV, subordinated debt, and a key principal/sponsor with a non-standard counterparty profile. 
These distinctions undermine the standardization required to contribute additional liquidity to the market. 

To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will:

Engage in outreach and research activities with key stakeholders to attain a greater understanding of liquidity needs in 
the Non-Traditional Owners market.

Use the information gathered through outreach and market research to identify potential product enhancements that 
could increase the provision of liquidity to the Non-Traditional Owners market by creating greater standardization.

Design and implement a pilot program focused on ROC to test and learn about the needs and risk characteristics of 
ROC and what potential financing roles exist for Fannie Mae.

Increase loan purchases in the Non-Traditional Owners MHC market.

Utilize the information that is gathered and analyzed to increase greater awareness and acceptance of MHC with Non-
Traditional Owners by publishing and distributing it to the public to encourage capital sources to venture into lending 
and investing where they may not have done so previously.

SMART Factors
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated.

Year Actions

2018 Research the Non-Traditional Owners MHC market to gain knowledge of the current market barriers and 
challenges by:

o Meeting with three government entities and three non-profits that own or are considering owning 
MHC. 

o Meeting with four entities that focus on ROC to gain knowledge of market barriers and challenges.

Research existing financing options for MHC with Non-Traditional Owners to gain knowledge of the 
current market barriers and challenges by:

o Meeting with four Fannie Mae lenders that have significant involvement in MHC finance.
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Year Actions

o Meeting with three non-Fannie Mae lenders that have experience with MHC finance including 
structures for Non-Traditional Owners.

o Participate in two key industry conferences in order to gain exposure to a larger cross-
section of the MHC market.

o Host/participate in one manufactured housing roundtable to discuss the market and opportunities for 
MHC with Non-Traditional Ownership.

Utilize results from outreach/research activities to identify potential changes, consistent with safety and 
soundness, to current Fannie Mae MHC guidelines that could result in increased liquidity to meet the 
needs of Non-Traditional Owners.

Review and approve one to three guideline changes that will facilitate additional standardization for, and
therefore liquidity to, the Non-Traditional Owners MHC market with a focus on government and non-profit 
ownership. (For activities related to resident ownership, see discussion of pilot below).

Based on outreach and research conducted as part of the loan product development process, review and 
refine Baseline loan purchase goals for 2019.

Educate three lenders that have had involvement in subject guideline changes so that the lenders are 
able to increase their loan originations for MHC with Non-Traditional Owners.

Design a pilot program (including implementation plan) specifically for ROC that can be used to test 
potential guideline changes that could increase loan purchases for ROC. The plan will include details for 
ongoing management, monitoring, and reporting for 2019 and 2020. 

Establish a plan to create and distribute a white paper that documents Fannie Mae’s experience and 
findings that can eventually be made publicly available to other market participants interested in financing 
loans for MHC with Non-Traditional Owners.

Confirm 2019 loan purchase goals based on 2018 research and outreach.

2019 Purchase four loans secured by MHC owned by government entities and/or non-profits.

o Baseline: To date, Fannie Mae has purchased one loan that is secured by a non-profit owned MHC 
which serves as the Baseline. The loan purchase goal will be reviewed and confirmed again in 2018 
(noted above).

Implement pilot program for ROC loan purchases and purchase five loans.

o Baseline: To date, Fannie Mae has not made any loan purchases for ROC. Although Fannie Mae 
has a solid history of purchasing MHC loans, ROC present a number of unique characteristics. 
These include higher overall leverage and ownership entities that do not fit Fannie Mae’s historical 
MHC counterparty profile. As a result, Fannie Mae’s past MHC loan purchase history is not a good 
indicator of future ROC loan purchases. Based on this analysis, Fannie Mae has determined that the
ROC loan purchase Baseline is zero. However, Fannie Mae has collaborated with ROC USA® to 
estimate the market for ROC financing over the term of the Plan as well as a reasonable initial loan 
purchase target for Fannie Mae of five purchases. 

The analysis leading to this Baseline is as follows. ROC USA projects roughly 75 ROC transactions 
will occur during the term of the Plan. This estimate was established by first estimating the number of 
potential MHC with 50+ units (the size of MHC that ROC USA most frequently encounters in its work) 
in each of the States where ROC USA has a technical assistance provider (14 current States and 
three in process of becoming ROC USA technical assistance providers) and adjusting the numbers 
to account for MHC owned by REITs or consolidators (given those MHC rarely come on the market 
for financing). ROC USA then used a factor between two percent and five percent (depending on the 
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Year Actions

State) to estimate that 500 MHC may actively be marketed for sale in the next five years. Looking at 
the capacity of its technical assistance provider network and estimating its overall capacity to 
facilitate MHC sales to residents, ROC USA reduced the estimate to 125 MHC over five years (25 
percent of 500 MHC) or 75 MHC over the three year term of the Plan. ROC USA currently completes 
between 10 and 12 ROC financings per year (roughly half of the potential annual transactions over 
the term of the Plan). Fannie Mae believes that setting a goal of purchasing at least five ROC loans 
in 2019 (approximately 50 percent of ROC USA’s current estimated annual loan volume) is a 
meaningful target for the first year of ROC loan purchases.

Prepare a review of the results to date of the pilot program and identify what, if any, guideline or other 
changes might be required based on performance to date coupled with ongoing industry outreach and 
research.

Continue ongoing outreach activities to increase our understanding of the Non-Traditional Owners 
market to ensure our work is correctly targeted to increasing liquidity in this market over the previous 
year including:

o Meeting with two additional government entities (i.e., not met with previously) that own or are 
considering owning MHC and with at least two additional non-profits that own or are considering 
owning MHC to obtain their input regarding the challenges that affect this market.   

o Meeting with two additional non-Fannie Mae lenders (i.e., not met with previously) that have 
experience with MHC finance, including MHC with Non-Traditional Owners, to obtain their 
perspective regarding additional challenges that affect this market over previous year.    

o Participating in two key industry conferences to gain additional perspective on information 
gained in the previous year. 

o Hosting/participating in one manufactured housing roundtable with key stakeholders to gain 
additional knowledge over the previous year and use the information to further increase our 
understanding of the market.

Continue work on a white paper by collecting and documenting Fannie Mae’s outreach, product 
development, and loan purchase activities during 2019 with respect to MCH with Non-Traditional 
Owners.

Confirm 2020 loan purchase goals based on 2019 research and outreach.

2020 Purchase six loans secured by MHC owned by government entities and/or non-profits.

Purchase seven ROC loans through the pilot program.

Continue to monitor the results of the pilot, and identify what, if any, changes might be required based 
upon performance to date. 

Make a determination of next steps for pilot including: to continue as a pilot for further examination, to 
approve some or all of the pilot as product enhancements to be rolled out, or to terminate pilot due to 
adverse findings with regard to safety and soundness or other issues. 

Continue ongoing outreach activities to increase our understanding of the market to ensure work is 
correctly targeted to increasing liquidity and to inform the establishment of the 2021 – 2023 Duty to Serve 
Plan, including:

o Meeting with two additional (i.e., not met with previously) government entities and non-profits that 
own or are considering owning MHC. 
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Year Actions

o Meeting with two additional (i.e., not met with previously) non-Fannie Mae lenders that have 
experience with MHC finance including structures with Non-Traditional Owners.

o Participating in two key industry conferences.

o Hosting/participating in one manufactured housing roundtable. 

Publish publicly and distribute a white paper to key MHC industry stakeholders through presentations at 
outreach activities and other means of distribution.

Prepare the 2021 – 2023 Duty to Serve Plan.

Fannie Mae has served the MHC market for nearly 18 years and has purchased just under $11 billion in MHC loans since 
1999. Fannie Mae has a solid familiarity with the numerous stakeholders across the MHC industry. However, while aware 
of the potential need for financing MHC with Non-Traditional Owners, Fannie Mae has considered purchasing such loans 
only on a one-off and exception basis. To strategically address loan purchases of MHC with Non-Traditional Owners and 
to determine the market opportunity, Fannie Mae must conduct research and outreach to key market stakeholders. Fannie 
Mae will use the information gathered to identify potential product enhancements that could increase the provision of 
liquidity to the Non-Traditional Owners market and create greater standardization.

Designing, assessing, and implementing a pilot program for ROC is consistent with Fannie Mae’s strategy of providing 
liquidity to the market. However, while reasonable estimates are available, the market opportunity for ROC cannot be 
determined with appropriate certainty due to the lack of data. Fannie Mae will engage in outreach and research activities 
to attain a greater understanding of liquidity needs in this market. Fannie Mae will analyze the data gathered in 
conjunction with a review of existing MHC guidelines for the development of a pilot program. Fannie Mae will be able to 
enhance the MHC product, consistent with notions of safety and soundness, to accommodate this ownership. Fannie Mae 
has a long-standing history of providing capital to affordable housing (with income and other restrictions), MHC and 
cooperatives, all of which have common issues with ROC. In addition, Fannie Mae has solid relationships with lenders 
that are actively involved in financing MHC.

Fannie Mae regularly publishes white papers and similar documents to draw attention to affordable housing issues and
potential solutions. By utilizing our national stature in the housing market, Fannie Mae may bring attention to affordable
housing issues and potential solutions along the “Main Street” to “Wall Street” continuum. By publicly describingour
successes and failures as we address MHC with Non-Traditional Owners, Fannie Mae may enhance knowledge of and
spark investment in this affordable housing solution. 

Based on this experience and the available resources, Fannie Mae has determined that this Objective is realistic and may 
be achieved within the time periods described.

Criteria 2018 2019 2020

Evaluation Factor: Outreach Loan Product Loan Purchase

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years

2. Objective #2: Establish pilot program for investments in non-profit organizations,
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI), small financial institutions, or 
other entities that have a major focus on MHC with Non-Traditional Owners (Partner and
Innovate).
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Meeting the Challenges

As indicated in several public comments, additional challenges for MHC with Non-Traditional Owners include:

There are very few financial entities that specialize in this type of MHC.

Entities that work with MHC with Non-Traditional Owners are often small and local or regional and have limited access 
to capital for financing, especially with respect to the earlier stages of acquisition/stabilization financing which may 
include higher LTVs, subordinate debt, and require other forms of long-term capital. 

To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will:

Design and conduct a pilot program, subject to receipt of FHFA approval, to test entity level financing to non-
profit organizations, CDFI, small financial institutions, or other entities that have a major focus on development 
and financing of MHC with Non-Traditional Owners.

Utilize pilot results in conjunction with the activities in Objective #1 to help determine the best role for Fannie 
Mae in supporting MHC with Non-Traditional Owners going forward, to provide long term permanent debt or to 
invest in intermediary financial organizations working with this product.

SMART Factors
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated.

Year Actions

2018 Using Fannie Mae’s multifamily product development process, design a pilot investment program that will 
include, but not be limited to, a review of: 

o One to five potential investment types that could include:

Intermediary Line of Credit for CDFI and similar organizations.

Equity Equivalent Investment (“EQ2”), a relatively common investment structure utilized in 
the CDFI market.

Program Related Investment (“PRI”) for CDFI and/or non-profit organizations. A PRI is a 
longer term debt investment at a below market interest rate that can be utilized as lending 
capital.

Purchase of certificates of deposit at small lending institutions.

Purchase stock in CDFI.

As part of the pilot, determine the following:

o Investment underwriting guidelines.

o Approval process requirements.

o Maximum allocated portfolio capacity.

o Asset management requirements.

o Reporting requirements.

o Performance measures including traditional financial measures as well as impact performance 
measures.
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Year Actions

Secure preliminary internal approval for proposed pilot program.

Submit pilot program to FHFA for review and approval.

If the pilot program complies with Fannie Mae’s Charter Act and receives approval from FHFA, 
implement the steps necessary to begin to make investments commencing in 2019. 

Analyze lessons learned throughout the year in order to make adjustments to the Plan if necessary.

2019 Source, underwrite, approve, and fund two investments under the pilot program representing 40 percent
of the amount of the appropriate investment identified. Fannie Mae will engage in the following tasks to 
approve the investments.

o Assess counterparty risk.

o Determine acceptable performance measures and/or loan covenants.

o Identify and mitigate key risks.

o Negotiate investment documentation.

o Develop appropriate asset management requirements including quarterly review process.

o Close and fund investment.

Utilize performance review(s) to inform additional investments to be made in 2020.

Analyze lessons learned in 2019 to determine if any modifications are needed for 2020.

2020 Source, underwrite, approve, and fund three investments under the pilot program representing the 
remaining 60 percent of the amount of the appropriate investment.

Conduct quarterly reviews of investments made to date to assess performance under the pilot program. 
Quarterly reviews will include:

o Review of loan covenants (if required) to confirm borrower’s financial health.

o Review of loan portfolio to confirm that it is performing as expected.

o Review of payment history.

During Q4, conduct a review of the pilot program to determine appropriateness in terms of both safety
and soundness, mission impact, and implications for Fannie Mae’s role in the Non-Traditional Owners 
MHC market going forward (including during the 2021 – 2023 Plan).

The need for capital investments in the underserved markets of the type described in this Objective was raised during the
outreach Fannie Mae conducted in 2015, the comments that were received on the proposed Duty to Serve rule in 2016,
and in the three listening sessions which took place in 2017. These comments define a significant market opportunity for
these investments. Investment of this capital would in turn leverage significant funds into manufactured housing, which 
would enhance the market for MHC. Based on Fannie Mae’s significant experience in developing products, acquiring 
approval and making investments of this nature, we believe this Objective is realistic and may be achieved within the time
periods described. Any new investment would be subject to internal approval that would incorporate safety and 
soundness analysis. Implementation of this Objective is contingent upon a determination that the Objective and related
actions are compliant with Fannie Mae’s Charter Act, and receipt of FHFAapproval.
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Criteria 2018 2019 2020

Evaluation Factor: Loan Product Investment Investment

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years

D. Regulatory Activity: MHC with certain pad lease protections (12 C.F.R. § 1282.33 
(c) (4)).

1. Objective #1: Conduct research and outreach to determine market opportunities for 
FHFA’s minimum tenant pad lease protections (FHFA Pad Requirements), offer one loan 
product enhancement, and acquire loans (Test and Learn, Partner and Innovate, Do 
What We Do Best).

Meeting the Challenges

The MHC finance market faces several key challenges, including:

Inconsistent legal requirements for tenant pad leases across the country. 

No State law that meets all of the FHFA Pad Requirements. 

Borrower resistance to adopting consumer-oriented pad leases. 

To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will:

Conduct research and outreach on potential acceptance by MHC owners of FHFA Pad Requirements.

Identify, approve, and market one product enhancement to Fannie Mae’s MHC product that will encourage 
borrower adoption of the FHFA Pad Requirements.

Purchase loans secured by MHC that are subject to the FHFA Pad Requirements.

SMART Factors
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated.

Year Actions

2018 Conduct outreach to three manufactured housing organizations to get more insight on the 
impact/effectiveness of the FHFA Pad Requirements and similar requirements in different locations as 
well as which protections have the most impact.

Conduct outreach to five States that require the most significant number of pad lease protections 
included in the FHFA Pad Requirements to understand how such requirements are enforced and 
monitored.

Conduct outreach to 10 MHC owners (including ROC) and four lenders to better understand the barriers 
to incorporating the FHFA Pad Requirements and the market opportunities for financing MHC that meet 
the FHFA Pad Requirements.
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Year Actions

Conduct outreach to five MHC owners to better understand any owner resistance to adopting FHFA Pad 
Requirements and how to address that resistance.

Based on the outreach and other research results, identify, review, and approve at least one product 
enhancement for lenders and/or MHC owners that would incent loan purchases secured by MHC that 
meet the FHFA Pad Requirements.

Review the 2019 loan purchase goal and Baseline to determine any necessary adjustments based on 
the knowledge attained through the activities completed during 2018.

2019 Train three MHC lenders to market the product enhancement to 10 MHC owners to encourage the 
owners to adopt the FHFA Pad Requirements at their properties based on the response of the MHC 
owners.

Market product enhancement at appropriate trade conferences to increase awareness and loan 
purchases.

Acquire 431 units secured by MHC that meet the FHFA Pad Requirements.

Baseline: Because Fannie Mae has not purchased any MHC loans that meet the FHFA Pad
Requirements, a Baseline cannot be reasonable established for these purchases. There are no States 
that currently require all of the FHFA Pad Requirements. The goal will be to acquire 431 units meeting 
the FHFA Pad Requirements, which also includes the purchases that will be made through Fannie Mae’s 
2019 ROC pilot. Review proposed 2020 loan purchase goal based on 2019 results.

2020 Acquire 615 units secured by MHC that meet the FHFA Pad Requirements. 

Review the product enhancement to determine its impact in the overall financing decision and to identify 
potential changes that would further increase loan purchases that meet the FHFA Pad Requirements.

Establish goals for the 2020 – 2023 Duty to Serve Plan.

Based on Fannie Mae’s initial research, there are no States or localities that require all or substantially all of the FHFA Pad
Requirements. MHC are unlikely to adopt such protections voluntarily. Accordingly, we believe there is little existing 
market opportunity for financing MHC subject to the FHFA Pad Requirements absent marketing of a product
enhancement that incents MHC owners to adopt them. By conducting research and outreach to both our current and new
MHC stakeholders, Fannie Mae could facilitate a greater understanding of the FHFA Pad Requirements and identify
opportunities to incent developers, States, localities, and MHC owners to establish such protections where they are not
required to do so. Based on Fannie Mae’s significant experience in the MHC market and developing products, and our
strong relationship with MHC owners and MHC lenders, we believe this Objective is realistic and may be achieved within
the time periods described. Any product enhancements will be supported by thorough economic, risk and operational
analyses, will be subject to Fannie Mae’s governance and approval processes, and will only be made consistentwith
safety and soundness concerns.

Criteria 2018 2019 2020

Evaluation Factor: Loan Product Loan Purchase Loan Purchase

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years
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from Freddie Mac’s Duty to Serve 
Plan: Manufactured Housing
Communities





























DISCLAIMER
Implementation of the activities and objectives in Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s Duty to 
Serve Underserved Markets Plans may be subject to change based on factors including 
FHFA review for compliance with the Charter Acts, specific FHFA approval requirements 
and safety and soundness standards, and market or economic conditions, as applicable.
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